Real-time surgical needle detection using region-based convolutional neural networks.
Conventional surgical assistance and skill analysis for suturing mostly focus on the motions of the tools. As the quality of the suturing is determined by needle motions relative to the tissues, having knowledge of the needle motion would be useful for surgical assistance and skill analysis. As the first step toward demonstrating the usefulness of the knowledge of the needle motion, we developed a needle detection algorithm. Owing to the small needle size, attaching sensors to it is difficult. Therefore, we developed a real-time video-based needle detection algorithm using a region-based convolutional neural network. Our method successfully detected the needle with an average precision of 89.2%. The needle was robustly detected even when the needle was heavily occluded by the tools and/or the blood vessels during microvascular anastomosis. However, there were some incorrect detections, including partial detection. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time deep neural networks have been applied to real-time needle detection. In the future, we will develop a needle pose estimation algorithm using the predicted needle location toward computer-aided surgical assistance and surgical skill analysis.